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Abstract: Existing services on the World-Wide Web tend to be "integral." For instance, 
online services for data analysis are available, but usua1ly it is neither possible 
to modify the underlying reasoning system, nor to configure it for a different 
domain, nor to integrate different services to produce new functionalities. Our 
research goal is to develop the technological framework needed to provide 
sophisticated online problem-solving resources, configurable for different 
applications. We describe the design and initial implementation of the Internet 
Reasoning Service-a Web-based front-end enabling developers to prototype 
knowledge-based applications quickly out of reusable components in 
distributed libraries. Our aim is to make reliable problem-solving technology 
available to a wider audience and to provide the level of intelligent support 
needed to allow rapid generation of Web-based reasoning services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many resources on the Web are now dynamic services that provide some 
functionality for end users, such as booking a plane, and analyzing gene data. 
These services, however, tend to be "integral:" usually, it is neither possible 
to modify the underlying reasoning system of these services, nor to configure 
it for a different domain, nor to integrate different services to produce new 
functionalities. The necessary technologies and frameworks for service 
identification, configuration and interoperability on the Web still remain to 
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be developed. To foster this objective, the competence of each Web service 
must be specified, so that brokering agents can locate services, match them to 
user needs and configure them to realize specific user tasks. This approach is 
central to the IBROW projed [2]. In this context, we focus on configurable 
reasoning services: our goal is to develop the methodology and tool support 
needed to provide sophisticated problem-solving facilities (e.g., a heuristic
c1assification technology) on the Web, which different users (e.g., 
archeologists, biologists) can configure for specific applications. Note that 
our approach differs from the recently appeared "Web services," that tend to 
offer only predefined, limited reasoning functionalities, very specific to a 
given domain context (see Section 4). 

Our approach sterns from research on knowledge-based system (KBS) 
development by reuse [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11]. This area has identified domain
independent problem-solving strategies, or problem-solving methods (PSMs) 
[1, 6, 7, 11, 12], that provide standard ways of addressing stereotypical 
knowledge-intensive problems, or generic tasks [4], such as diagnosis, 
design, and classification. To foster the reuse of PSMs, structured libraries 
have been developed, in which the methods are indexed and retrieved for 
different domains and purposes [1, 3, 6, 11-13]. Furthermore, comprehensive 
frameworks take a PSM-centered view to support KBS development from 
reusable components [7, 11, 14, 17]. This process involves modeling a user 
problem as a generic task, and configuring an appropriate PSM, by 
integrating the generic components with domain-specific information. 

This reuse-centered approach is now the most established and robust 
paradigm in knowledge engineering. However, the level of actual component 
reuse is still quite low, due to several pragmatic barriers: libraries of 
problem-solving components are few and far between, often they are not 
available online, and different libraries are not interoperable, neither at the 
knowledge level nor at the symbol level. Furthermore, existing frameworks 
for KBS development do not offer sufficient guidance for users to select and 
configure the reasoning component of their system. 

We describe here the Internet Reasoning Service (IRS), a Web-based 
front-end that enables developers to prototype knowledge-based applications 
quickly out of reusable components in distributed libraries. Based on a well
defined process model, the IRS overcomes the limitations of KBS
development frameworks by providing semi-automated support for each step 
of this application-configuration process. We have implemented the IRS as a 
Web-based server, integrated with the OCML reasoning platform [11] and the 
generic Protege-2000 knowledge-modeling environment [14]. In this paper 

6 http://www.swLpsy.uva.nUprojectslibrow/home.html 
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we provide an overview of the IRS and we show how it was used to produce 
a classification problem solver for the domain of Roman pottery archeology. 

2. THE INTERNET REASONING SERVICE 

Problem-solving libraries contain reusable software components, which 
can be configured into a running application to solve users' problems. These 
components are primarily tasks and PSMs, which model the reasoning 
building blocks of a KBS. For example, we have developed a library of 
reusable components for heuristic classification problem-solving [12]-the 
task of matching an unknown object, denoted by a set of 'observables,' to a 
'solution space' of classes of similar objects. The IRS supports users in 
operating a set of distributed libraries of problem-solving resources to 
achieve tasks in their domain. The IRS provides different levels of support, 
from interactive browsing facilities for the manual selection and 
configuration of reasoning resources, to intelligent, semi-automated 
assistance in building an executable application. 

The IRS relies on the knowledge-Ievel descriptions of the problem
solving components in the libraries. The Unified Problem-solving Method
development Language (UPMLY is a Web-compatible framework that we 
have designed in IBROW for modeling the reusable components of a 
knowledge system [15]. UPML distinguishes three kinds of components: (1) 
tasks, which are functions that a KBS can achieve (e.g., classification), (2) 
PSMs, which are methods that implement the reasoning process of a KBS to 
realize a task (e.g., an optimal heuristic classifier), and (3) domain models, 
which are views on domain knowledge, as used by tasks and PSMs (e.g., 
archeology). Each component (e.g., a domain model) defines a particular 
ontology--a specification of the important concepts involved in the 
component model (e.g., the notion of 'solution space' for the classification 
task). PSMs and tasks specify a set of input and output roles. Each PSM also 
defines a functional competence in the form of a set of logical preconditions 
and posteonditions. For instance, the competence of an optimal heuristic 
classifier states that the output solutions are optimal with respect to the input 
solution space. Each task is further characterized with a logical goal 
expression and a set of assumptions on domain knowledge. These 
components of a KBS can be configured and combined together in different 
running systems through the creation of explicit architectural elements
adapters [7]. In particular, bridge adapters connect two kinds of components, 
such as a PSM and a domain model, by way of mapping relations between 

7 http://www.cs.vu.nlJ-upmlJ 
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the ontologies of both components. This way, a bridge between the optimal 
heuristic c1assifier PSM and the archeology domain maps the not ion of 
'abstractor' introduced by the PSM and a data-abstraction function for 
archeology observables. 

The process of configuring the reasoning component of a KBS involves 
several activities: mapping generic tasks and PSMs to a domain model (e.g., 
mapping the generic cJassification task to a database of archeological artifacts 
to produce an artifact-classification application), mapping PSMs to tasks 
(e.g., selecting a particular abstraction method for performing the data
abstraction subtask of c1assification), or, in general, adapting existing 
components (e.g., specializing the data-to-solutions matching component of 
the classification process by introducing fuzziness in the matching process). 
More precisely, we have identified a c1ear process model for the IRS, that 
involves eight steps, from task selection to application execution (Figure 1). 
The manual completion of each step requires significant skills from users: the 
goal ofthe IRS is to guide users through the entire configuration process. 

In the following, we detail each step of the IRS process model. Although 
our approach is agnostic of any specific problem-solving library, we iIlustrate 
the use of the IRS with examples taken from our experiment in configuring 
components of a c1assification problem-solving Iibrary [12] for the 
archeology domain. In this domain, the user is an archeologist who wishes to 
develop automated support for cJassifying Roman-pottery artifacts, based on 
information collected about the artifacts. 

Figure 1. The IRS: use scenario and process model. 

Task selection. IRS users first need to characterize the goal of their 
application in terms of one of the tasks known to the IRS, e.g., classification. 
Task selection is hard: it means adopting a particular viewpoint to impose 
over an application. For instance, the solutions to the benchmark Sisyphus-I 
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offiee-alloeation problem [9] inc1uded both i) approaehes that modeled the 
problem as a design problem and ii) approaehes that modeled it as a 
c1assifieation problem. In other words, a speeifie applieation does not 
neeessarily fall into a partieular task model. Rather, it is a task model that 
provides a eoneeptual viewpoint for eharaeterizing an applieation and for 
foeusing the knowledge-aequisition proeess. The IRS supports users in 
browsing and navigating UPML-based deseriptions ofthe various tasks in the 
available libraries, along with examples of the ways tasks have been applied 
previously. Users seleet a task by choosing a refinement of a high-level task 
(e.g., optimal-solution classification). 

Task configuration. In this erucial step, users eonfigure the seleeted task 
(e.g., single-solution classification) for their particular domain (e.g., 
areheology) by providing relevant domain knowledge to fill the input-output 
roles defined by the task. The IRS provides support adapted to the 
understanding that users have of the eonfiguration proeess, allowing for a 
direet reuse of pre-existing eonfigurations or more advaneed 
experimentation. First, the IRS supports the direet aequisition of the value of 
an input role, aeeording to the task ontology. For example, users ean define a 
new match criterion (a meehanism to assess the degree-of-fit between data 
and solutions) in terms of the task ontology. AItematively, users simply ean 
seleet adefault value for the input role from the library. Finally, if domain 
knowledge does not eonform to the task ontology, the IRS supports users in 
eonstrueting a mapping relation between the task role and domain 
knowledge. A domain-task mapping relation defines the transformation of a 
pieee of domain knowledge into an instantiated role for the task [16]. In our 
experiment, we mapped the role solution-space to a hierarehy of 
areheologieal artifaet types, and the notion of observables to attributes of 
artifacts, such as 'provenance,' 'material,' ete. In the application-exeeution 
step, these attributes are instantiated by ease-data values. Output roles c1early 
are not instantiated with actual knowledge structures at this stage; however, 
mappings also may be required for outputs to eonform to the domain 
ontology. Creating explicit architectural elements that isolate the 
eonfiguration knowledge for a set of components maximizes the reusability 
of these components. However, this activity requires that users understand 
the connections and adaptations needed on the knowledge components to be 
assembled into a working system. The IRS reduces the complexity of the 
eonfiguration proeess by providing structured mapping templates that users 
instantiate for their particular case. Nevertheless, more research is needed to 
ease the configuration process further . 

The IRS generates a task-domain bridge for the relevant task and domain 
ontologies, to store the set of mapping relations created during the task-
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configuration step. The IRS allows users to backtrack to the task-selection 
step if their domain does not match the expectations of the task (e.g., the task 
expects single-valued observables when domain observables are multi
valued), and to select another refinement of the high-level task. 

Domain selection. In this phase, users specify the domain knowledge that 
they intend to use in their application. The IRS provides a range of pre
existing domain models stored in available UPML-compliant libraries, from 
which users simply can make a selection. The advantage of selecting an 
available domain model is that, in many cases, no configuration effort will be 
needed, given that mappings themselves are often reusable. In our 
archeological experiment we can see that the mappings discussed earlier tend 
to be generic (observables => artifact features; solution space => hierarchy of 
artifact types). Altematively, the IRS enables users to provide domain 
knowledge directly by filling-in knowledge-acquisition forms. Another 
possibility is that users provide their own knowledge base. In this case, users 
need to solve the related interoperability problems, both at the knowledge and 
at the symbol level (see Section 4). 

Task verification This step consists in checking the assumptions that the 
selected task defines on domain knowledge. The IRS performs this step 
automatically by running an assumption-checking engine on the task input 
roles-possibly obtained from domain inputs through mapping relations
and the assumptions of the task. The IRS notifies users about the inputs that 
do not satisfy the assumptions of the task. In this case, the IRS guides users 
back to the task-configuration step, so that they can re-specify the erroneous 
inputs. However, it is important to note that not all assumptions are 
necessarily verifiable. For instance, our task model for single-solution 
classification includes the assumption that only one solution exists in the 
target domain. Clearly this assumption cannot be verified in the general case. 

PSM selection. This step focuses on selecting a PSM that can realize the 
configured task. Similarly to the task-selection step, the IRS provides users 
with the list of PSMs that match the configured task and supports users in 
browsing the description of each PSM. The IRS uses different means to 
compute the list of PSM candidates for realizing the task. First, the UPML 
description ofthe Iibrary may include a set of PSM-task bridges. Each bridge 
encodes a connection between a task and a PSM that can realize that task, 
together with a set of mapping relations between the task and PSM 
ontologies. Such a bridge connects the single-solution classification task and 
the heuristic-admissible-solution classifier PSM in our classification Iibrary. 
Altematively, the IRS carries out a competence-matching process, by 
reasoning about the competence of PSMs and the goal of the current task. In 
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general, such reasoning requires full first-order logic theorem-proving 
support, which is not part of the current implementation of the IRS. Finally, 
users themselves can choose among all available PSMs in the library. 

PSM configuration. This step is similar to the task-configuration step, at the 
level of the selected PSM: the IRS guides users in specifying the domain 
entities that fill-in the input-output roles of the PSM. Some of the roles for 
the PSM are "inherited" from the configured task, through a eorresponding 
PSM-task bridge. If not already provided in the library, the IRS supports the 
creation of such a bridge to map the inputs and outputs of the configured task 
to the ones of the selected PSM. In addition, the selected PSM may define 
supplemental roles. For example, the heuristic-admissible-solution classifier 
PSM defines the notion of an abstractor-a function that computes abstract 
observables from raw data. In our archeology domain, we defined such a 
function to abstract from the specific geographical site in which the artifact 
was found (i.e., the 'provenance' feature) to a more coarse-grained area, more 
useful to classify the artifaet. The IRS supports the aequisition of domain
method mapping knowledge in a way similar to the domain-task mapping 
during task configuration. The IRS finally stores the result of the PSM 
configuration as a PSM-domain bridge created for the user's domain. 

PSM verification. This step foeuses on verifying that the selected PSM can 
be applied to the task and the domain in accordance with the assumptions of 
the PSM and the results of the configuration process. This step is essentially 
the same as the task-verifieation step. For instance, in the ease of our chosen 
heuristic classifier, the assumption-ehecking engine will verify that the 
solution hierarehy (i.e., the hierarchy of artifact types) contains no cycles. As 
a result, the IRS notifies users about the domain inputs that do not satisfy the 
assumptions or preeonditions of the PSM. In this case, the IRS guides users 
back either to the task-configuration step or to the PSM-configuration step, to 
re-specify the inputs that are not satisfied. 

Application execution. This final step consists in running the configured 
PSM to realize the speeified task, with domain ease data entered by the user. 
The IRS first aequires ease data from the user and instantiates the ease inputs 
of the PSM by interpreting the domain-task, task-PSM and domain-PSM 
mapping relations. The IRS also checks the preconditions of the PSM and 
task on the mapped case data. The IRS then invokes the PSM code with the 
mapped inputs, by running a code interpreter either locally or remotely. 
Knowledge about the location and type of PSM code is stored in pragmatics 
fields of the UPML deseription of the PSM. Finally, the IRS fiUs-in the 
domain outputs with the results of PSM execution, possibly transformed with 
domain-PSM mapping relations defined at PSM-configuration time. 
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3. INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IRS 

We have implemented the IRS design as a prototype tool, which exploits 
knowledge, Web and HCI technologies already available to our two groups. 
We first have implemented the IRS generic design in Java, as a Web front
end based on the OCML modeling language [11]. We also have implemented 
the IRS design as a service integrated to the widely-used Protege-2000 
knowledge modeling environment [14]. 

The IRS Web-based front-end. Our first implementation of the IRS 
capitalizes on knowledge and Web technologies available at the Knowledge 
Media Institute, mainly the OCML modeling and execution language [11] and 
a large library of problem-solving components, compliant with the UPML 
framework, and accessible online through a knowledge-Ievel API. We use 
OCML to describe both the UPML properties of knowledge components and 
their aetual eontents. The IRS is direetly connected to the LispWeb server, an 
online interpreter that proeesses OCML requests. 

We have developed an initial implementation of the IRS, which supports 
all activities in the process model described in Section 2. Browsing support 
and ontology-driven knowledge-acquisition facilities enable users to 
instantiate role values direetly, or to seleet pre-existing ones from a Iibrary. 
The IRS supports mapping through pre-defined OCML construets, as weIl as 
'free-form' constructs for expressing arbitrary mappings [11]. The IRS also 
provides Iibrary-specific high-level mapping templates, sueh as a 'Map to 
Hierarchy' template for the c1assification Iibrary, which aIlows the user to 
simply state that a particular domain hierarchy instantiates the role 'solution 
space'. The IRS also supports assumption-cheeking and a Iimited form of 
competence matching, which relies on pre-existing relations between tasks 
and PSMs. Finally, the IRS supports the application-execution step by 
invoking the OCML environment to interpret the PSM code on the case data 
inputs that the user enters in special-purpose forms. 

Integration of the IRS design with Protege-2000. We also have 
implemented the IRS design as an extension to Protege-20008, a tool 
developed at Stanford for ontology development and ontology-driven 
knowledge-base construction [14]. Our IRS extension interfaces domain 
knowledge bases to Iibraries of tasks and PSMs, specified in UPML with a 
Protege-based UPML editor [15]. This extension implements the user 
interface of the IRS with the ontology-driven, graphical knowledge
acquisition support of Protege, to enable users to select and configure 
application components. 

8 http://protege.stanford.edu 
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Most importantly, Protege brings additional support to the IRS for the two 
configuration steps, by providing a structured methodology for mapping roles 
of reasoning components to corresponding domain entities. Our methodology 
provides a typology of mapping-relation templates-a mapping ontology 
[16], which covers a wide range of mapping relations, from simple renaming 
mappings, to complex numericalor lexical expressions of entities. Protege 
guides users in the configuration steps based on this mapping ontology and 
the input-output definition of the task or PSM. In addition, Protege 
incorporates a mapping interpreter [16], which runs the mapping relations 
with the domain entities to create PSM-Ievel entities. 

The IRS extension of Protege is connected to the IRS Web-based server, 
to which it delegates the steps of task and PSM-verification, as weil as the 
execution of the configured PSM with case data that users enter in 
knowledge-acquisition forms. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Our research is related to existing work in the area ofWeb and knowledge 
technologies. Our comparison highlights the strengths of our approach 
together with the main issues still to be addressed. 

Configurable Web services. Recent industrial efforts aim to provide online, 
configurable services on the Web. They address the syntactic-Ievel 
interoperability of Web services with standardized protocols for component
functionality description and communication (e.g., UDDI9, WSDVo, .Netll , 

Jinjl2). Software components can thus be discovered, usually by a centralized 
look-up service. Although these distributed Web services can cooperate to 
achieve a certain goal, they typically provide only predefined functionalities. 

Semantic approaches stern from research in earlier agent technology. Web 
services declare their capabilities and requirements, and special-purpose 
agents mediate those services to users by locating, matching and connecting 
them [18]. Shared ontologies of Web services and plan-like procedures, 
described in the recently-designed DAML-S I3 language, further enable agents 
to perform tasks for users, by dynamically chaining primitive steps realized 
by Web sites [10]. These services, however, implement relatively fine
grained, ad-hoc procedures that solve limited problems. Furthermore, such 
approaches assurne that users and services share the same domain of 

9 http://www.uddi.org/ 
10 http://msdn.microsoft.comlxmVgeneraVwsdl.asp 
11 http://www.microsoft.comlnetJ 
12 http://www.sun.comljinil 
13 http://www.daml.org/services/ 
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discourse, ignoring the issue of mapping domain, task and method 
ontologies. Thus, such Web services are less reusable in different domains. 

Our goal also is to provide configurable services on the Web. However, 
the services that we provide are complete, robust, and reusable methods for 
achieving common knowledge-intensive tasks in various domains. Our user
centered, ontology-driven approach to component configuration provides a 
fuH framework to model problem solvers, that the IRS then uses for 
constructing knowledge-based applications for different contexts. 

Competence matching. Currently we do not address adequately the issue of 
retrieving PSMs that can realize the user-specified task. The list of possible 
candidate PSMs can be computed by a competence-matching process. This 
process involves reasoning over the competence of both the configured task 
and the available PSMs: candidate PSMs are selected if their postcondition 
statement fulfills the goal of the task, and if their preconditions do not 
contradict the assumptions of the task. Agent-based approaches such as 
RETSINA incJude an efficient competence-matching process, which retrieves 
agents, based on the services that they advertize in the LARKS language [18J. 
However, LARKS provides relatively weak representational machinery to 
express the formal competence of agents. A similar approach is under 
investigation by other members of the IBROW consortium. An important 
issue is to design contents-specification formalisms, which strike the right 
balance between expressiveness and efficiency in support of competence 
matching. The IRS must also address the possible mismatch between the 
ontologies of the task and of the available PSMs. Although usually not as 
different as the ontologies of domains and tasks, the ontologies of tasks and 
PSMs sometimes need to be mapped through explicit relations, which in turn 
need to be interpreted as part of a competence-matching process. 

Interoperability. Component interoperability is at the center of the IRS
and, more generally, the IBROW-approach. Typically, each problem
solving library uses a specific knowledge-modeling language to express 
properties of its components, and incJudes pieces of code in a particular 
programming language. The federated UPML framework alleviates this 
difficulty only at the modeling level. Knowledge-Ievel interoperability 
requires shared ontologies and either common modelling languages or the use 
of standard knowledge-Ievel APIs, such as OKBC [5]. Protege brings to the 
IRS its support for OKBC-compliant languages. At the execution level, 
configured components-incJuding possible domain knowledge provided by 
users in a proprietary format-need to be assembled in an interoperable 
system. The use of distributed-computing standards, such as CORBA,14 has 

14 http://www.corba.org! 
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proven to be a successful means for encapsulating problem-solving 
components and combining them into platform-independent, operational 
systems [8]. Indeed our initial IBROW broker prototype used a CORBA
based architecture to operate heterogeneous components [2] and we have also 
implemented a generic CORBA-based interface to the IRS, that enables 
Iibrary providers to make their components available to the IRS. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Our IRS approach strongly builds on proven knowledge-engineering 
techniques. The key asset that the IRS adds to these techniques is a principled 
methodology and user-centered tool support for prototyping knowledge 
systems by configuring reusable components from structured libraries. 
Although some symbol-level and knowledge-Ievel interoperability issues 
remain to be addressed, we believe that the IRS approach will foster a wider 
diffusion of knowledge-engineering paradigms, by lowering the current 
conceptual and engineering barriers to applying them. 

The Web vehicle will allow us to perform a large evaluation experiment 
of our IRS approach, that promises to simpliry system construction by 
component reuse. We plan to evaluate aspects such as speed up in system 
construction and exploitation, efficacy and utility of buHt systems and 
straightforwardness of the application-building process for domain users. At 
the same time, the heterogeneous, distributed and versatile nature ofthe Web 
will challenge us to incorporate more automated support in the IRS, with 
simplified procedures and customized interactions, so that less-experienced 
users also can benefit from advanced distributed problem-solving services. 

Current users of the IRS are reasonably skilled developers, who wish to 
prototype a KBS application, or simply explore KBS technology. Over time, 
we aim to broaden the target audience of the IRS, by making it possible for 
less-experienced developers to create applications with the IRS. Finally, 
although the current focus of our research is on facilitating user access to 
sophisticated reasoning services, which involve heterogeneous ontologies, we 
expect to hamess the technologies produced in this research in support of 
more 'mundane' levels of service provision on the Web. In these cases we 
can take advantage of scenarios in which ontology mapping and service 
interoperability issues are greatly simplified. 
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